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ERGO+ 2000E/250  
Vertical machine with 250 

tons of clamping force 
and proven MAP.fifo ergo 

2,000cm³ injection unit.

ERGO+ 6000E/460  
6,000cm³ injection  

volume with 460 tons of 
clamping force and the 

well proven MAP.fifo ergo.

RAPID+ 700R/300  
with 300 tons of  
clamping force, double 
brush system, and 
rubber/silicone feeding.

Our MAP.autocell 
demo cell showcases 

our innovative  
MAP.commander CC6 

automation control 
as well as a MAP.mate 

6-axis robot.

MAP.crb cold runner-
systems for a better 
performance, efficiency, 
and energy savings.

With a market share of 30%, MAPLAN is  
the largest non-Italian machinery supplier  
in Italy. As of May 2023, MAPLAN has fully  
acquired the representation of ST.A.TE 
Technologies S.r.l, further intensifying its  
focus on the Italian market and strengthening 
local service. Ciao Italia! 

We provide our guests with a platform for  
exchanging ideas and knowledge.

The program highlights of the “MAPLAN Day of 
Technology” include a partner and exhibition 

area, showcasing numerous MAPLAN machines, 
engaging presentations, and an evening event 

with fireworks on our factory premises.

On June 15, 2023,  
we welcome you to the  

MAPLAN Day of Technology!

Exciting  
presentations!

Partners & exhibitors

MAPLAN expands  
and moves the world

MAPLAN also  
looks beyond:

MAP.crb pinpoint

In 2022, MAPLAN  
expanded its Austrian 
headquarters in Kotting-
brunn and established a 
new technical center.  
At the Day of Technology, 
we will present you the 
latest technologies fo-
cused on efficiency and 
energy savings on our 
large, new stage.

Our  
technology 
highlights  
on the  
main stage

Italy

We are also dedicated to advance in the  
Indian market. With a population of over 1.4 
billion people, India is the most populous 
country in the world, offering a significant 
sales potential. At the Day of Technology, 
we will have the opportunity to share more 
about our global plans with you!

India

Perfect synergy at MAPLAN: At the Day of 
Technology, we will showcase our ground-
breaking shut-off cold runner system,  
MAP.crb pinpoint, in combination  
with our innovative autonomous  
control system, MAP.valvegate.

Some Highlights

  
The innovation at MAPLAN never stops.  

In order to switch from green to yellow silicone, 
we have developed a quick-change system for 
our silicone stuffing unit. Stay tuned for more 

details and surprises!

Another Highlight

MAP.colour-flip System

MAPLAN GmbH
Maplan-Straße 1 | A-2542 Kottingbrunn | Austria
+ 43 2252 790 909 | office@maplan.at  
www.maplan.eu

Register now!

We are delighted to 
have numerous exhibi-
tors and partners who 
will showcase state-of-
the-art technologies and 
practical projects to you.

Nurturing and building 
the industry network, 
as well as fostering  
valuable exchanges, are 
the top priorities at the 
Day of Technology!

We look forward to  
your attendance  
and engaging in  
interesting discussions.

Did we spark  
your curiosity?

Register now!

https://mailchi.mp/maplan.at/dot23-registration
https://mailchi.mp/maplan.at/dot23-registration

